The sound level structure in Farsi speakers’ mental lexicon: A priming study
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Extended abstract

1- INTRODUCTION

Every human being capable of speaking knows over 75000 words, on average. All of these words have their own phonological forms which must be distinguished from each other. These forms are stored and organized in our mental lexicon in a way that accessing each of them would not take more than fraction of a second during our daily language production and perception. Therefore, many structural models of mental lexicon have already been proposed to account for different language phenomena. There have been two major approaches for modeling the mental lexicon: holistic and distributed. In holistic models, every node include all (or a major part of) the information regarding a word. Hierarchical models and spreading activation models are examples of holistic approach. In distributed models, every node contains a single feature, thus, each word is a collection of different nodes. The present study is based on the spreading activation theory; therefore, next part is dedicated to a brief introduction of these models. The ultimate aim of this paper is to reveal how phonological forms are placed next to each other in the Farsi speakers’ mental lexicon.

2- THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

There are different models based on spreading activation theory but all of them share three main principles. First, retrieving anything from our memory is equal to activating its mental representation. Second, the activation spreads to the related concepts. And third, these indirect activations will cause a facilitated retrieval of those related concepts. The
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spreading activation models divide mental lexicon to some levels. For example, Bock and Levelt (1994) introduced a three-layered model, including a semantic level, a lemma level and a sound level. Each of these levels is a network in which every node is connected to some other related nodes by links. In the semantic level, these links are semantic in nature. In lemma level, each word is linked to its word class and sub-categorical information. Finally, in sound level, the phonological forms of words, according to literature, are linked based on rhyme and phonological similarities, especially similarities in their onsets. The most common way for identifying the nature of the links in any level is with the use of a priming experiment. The experiment used here is a masked phonological priming test which is shortly described in the succeeding part.

3- METHODOLOGY

Priming experiments have their origins in psychology. Generally speaking, priming is facilitation, caused by a stimulus called prime, in recognition of a target. In psycholinguistic studies, the prime-target pairs are mostly words which may be related to one another. A task usually paired with priming experiments is lexical decision task. In a primed lexical decision, the prime is shown to the participants and after that the target appears. Participants must decide whether the target is a word or a non-word by pressing a key and their response time (RT) is recorded. According to spreading activation theory, the target of the related pairs would be recognized sooner than the one in unrelated pairs due to spreading of the activation of prime to its related nodes. The priming experiments in which the prime is shown for less than a second are called masked priming experiments. As mentioned above, this study has made use of a masked primed lexical decision for identifying the nature of links in sound levels of Farsi speakers’ mental lexicon. The prime-target pairs in this experiment were divided into 3 categories: rhyming (prime and target rhyme with each other), similar 3 initial phonemes (prime and target share the same first 3 phonemes) and control (unrelated pairs). Each category contained 10 pairs. All target words were controlled for their frequency (the frequencies were limited between 900-1400). Also, there were 30 word-non-word pairs in order to make the lexical decision task possible (non-word ratio (NR) = 0.5). 30 undergraduates, graduates or postgraduates of Ferdowsi University have participated in the experiment.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The result of descriptive statistics showed that the RT mean for rhyming category was less than the other two (0.638 ms). After that there was control group (0.673 ms) and the RT for the similar initial phonemes was the highest (0.687 ms). The paired sample t-test was used for deciding the significance of these differences ($\alpha<0.05$). The result confirmed that the difference between rhyming group and control group is significant ($0.003<0.05$). However, the difference between the similar initial phonemes group and control group was not significant ($0.276>0.05$). In literature, whenever a primed lexical decision was used, the similarity of the prime’s and target’s phonemes caused a significant delay in recognition of the targets. This phenomenon is due to inhibition which is caused by two (or more) competing words during language processing. Researchers believed that if this inhibition occurs, it would mean that the target was activated by the prime, thus they are linked in the mental lexicon. As there was no significant difference between the similar initial phonemes group and control group in our results, we can claim that sound level in Farsi speakers’ mental lexicon is mostly rhyme-oriented, and phonological similarities play a less active role in its structure.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

We can assume that the links in the sound level have been created based on similarity in rhyming and phonological forms with the same rhymes are closed and linked to each other. This can be one of the differences between Farsi speakers’ mental lexicon structure and the English speakers’ one, in which both rhyming and phonological similarities play active roles. However, an audio priming experiment can be useful for supporting the results achieved here. Moreover, there should be some investigations for capturing the structural differences in other levels of mental lexicon.
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